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Abstract—The paper presents upper and lower bounds on
the per-user degrees of freedom (DoF) of a sectored hexagonal
cellular model where neighboring basestations (BS) can cooperate
during at most κ interaction rounds over backhaul links of
capacities µ = µDoF · 12 logP , with P denoting the transmit power
at each mobile user. The lower bound is based on practically
implementable beamforming and adapts the way BSs cooperate
to the sector structure of the cells. It improves over the naive
approach that ignores this sector structure. The upper bound is
information-theoretic and holds for all possible coding schemes,
including for example ergodic interference alignment whose
practical implementation currently seems out of reach. Lower
and upper bounds show that the complexity constraint imposed
by limiting the number of interaction rounds κ indeed limits the
largest achievable DoF. In particular, irrespective of the backhaul
capacity µ, the per-user DoF cannot exceed a threshold which
depends on κ.

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper considers the uplink of a hexagonal cellular
network with multiple-antenna mobile users and multiple-
antenna basestations (BS). BSs are equipped with directional
antennas, which allow them to create intracell sectors whose
communications do not interfere. Following current standards,
each cell is divided into three sectors, and each BS has
the same number of antennas M directed into any of the
cell’s sectors. The main quantity of interest in this paper
is the degrees of freedom (DoF) per user. The DoF of any
generic [2] interference network with M -antenna transmitters
and receivers is M/2 [2]. Without cooperation, one needs
interference alignment techniques, which are currently not
implementable in practical systems, to achieve this DoF. When
the BSs can cooperate over backhaul links, DoF M/2 can be
achieved also with more practical coding techniques such as
one-shot interference alignment [2] combined with successive
interference cancellation [5]. In fact, by means of backhaul
cooperation, receiving BSs can pass their decoded messages
to neighboring BSs according to a predefined decoding order
of the BSs. The problem with this proposed successive inter-
ference cancellation scheme is its excessively long decoding
delays stemming from the fact that BSs have to wait to decode
their messages until all the preceding BSs have finished their
decoding. To avoid such long delays, in this paper we restrict
the number of interaction rounds between BSs.

Cooperation in communication networks was first consid-
ered in [9], and subsequently in many other works such as [5]–
[8]. Previous results such as [9] show that for small networks,
it suffices that cooperation takes place over a small number

of interaction rounds. This is not the case for large networks,
where performance generally improves with increasing num-
ber of interaction rounds [8].

The main interest of this paper is to understand the largest
DoF that is achievable on the uplink when BS cooperation is
limited in capacity and in the number of interaction rounds. For
a lower bound, we propose a coding scheme that deactivates
some of the mobile users in a way that the network decom-
poses into subnets, and then uses the backhaul links between
BSs to collect quantized versions of the received signals within
such a subnet at a single BS. This BS jointly decodes all the
subnet’s receive signals and distributes the decoded messages
over the backhaul links to their intended BSs. The number of
maximum allowed BS-interaction rounds κ limits the size of
the subnets, because each receive antenna in the subnet needs
to be reachable in κ/2 hops from one given BS to ensure
that this BS can learn all the receive signals in the subnet and
inform all the subnet’s BSs about their decoded messages.
The decoding in our scheme is thus reminiscent of clustered
decoding as performed in [3], [4].

The new lower bound shows that DoF M/2 is achievable
in the sectored hexagonal cellular model without interference
alignment and with only two BS-interaction rounds and a
backhaul DoF of M/6.

The upper bound presented in this paper is information-
theoretic and allows for any coding scheme. The bound shows
that for small backhaul capacities, the DoF of the proposed
scheme is close to optimal, and that, irrespective of the
capacities of the backhaul links, for finite κ, the DoF is strictly
smaller than M .

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Network Model

Consider the uplink communication of a cellular network
consisting of N � 1 hexagonal cells as depicted in Figure 1.
Each cell contains a BS equipped with 3M directional receive
antennas, with M antennas covering each of the three sectors
of the cell. Usage of directional antennas, where side lobe
radiation patterns are negligible, implies that communications
in the three sectors of a cell do not interfere with each
other. This leads to the interference graph in Figure 1, where
each sector is depicted by a small circle, and interfering
sectors in different cells are connected by solid black lines.
(Noninterfering sectors in the same cell are unconnected.)



Fig. 1: sectored cellular model. Magenta hexagonal regions
depict the various cells, and the blue lines depict sectors. Each
circle depicts a mobile user that is equipped with M transmit
antennas. Each cell is associated to a BS such that each of the
three sectors has a set of M receive antennas directed to that
sector.

Mobile users in a sector perform orthogonal multiple-access
as is typical for current 4G networks, and we thus restrict
our model to a single mobile user per sector. For simplicity
and symmetry, we assume that each mobile user is equipped
with M transmit antennas. The uplink communication is then
modeled by the following discrete-time input-output relation:

Yu,t = Hu,uxu,t +
∑

υ : sector υ
interferes sector u

Hu,υxυ,t +Zu,t, t ∈ {1, . . . , n},

(1)
where
• u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N} denotes the index of a given cell-sector;
• xu,t denotes the real-valued1 M -dimensional time-t sig-

nal sent by mobile user u;
• Yu,t denotes the real-valued M -dimensional time-t sig-

nal received at the M BS receive antennas directed to
sector u;

• Zu,t denotes the real-valued M -dimensional i.i.d. stan-
dard Gaussian noise vector corrupting the time-t signal
at user u; it is independent of all other noise vectors;

• and Hu′,u denotes a real-valued M -by-M random matrix
with entries that are independently drawn according to a
standard Gaussian distribution, which models the channel
from mobile user u to the receive-antennas directed to
sector u′.

1Setup and results are easily generalized to complex-valued inputs and
outputs.

Channel matrices are randomly drawn but assumed constant
over the n channel uses employed for the transmission of a
message. In other words, the blocklength of a transmission is
assumed shorter than the coherence time of the channel.

B. Communication Model with Backhaul Cooperation

Consider the uplink communication over the cellular net-
work described in the previous section where each mobile user
u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N} wishes to send an independent message Wu,
that is uniformly distributed over {1, . . . , b2nRuc}, to the BS
in its cell. Communication takes place in two phases. In the
first phase, each mobile user u applies an encoding function
f

(n)
u : {1, . . . , b2nRuc} → RM×n to its message Wu and sends

the n resulting vectors

Xu := (Xu,1, . . . ,Xu,n) = f (n)
u (Wu)

as its inputs over the network. Each encoding function f
(n)
u

has to be chosen so that the input vectors satisfy an average
input power constraint P :

1

n

n∑
t=1

‖Xu,t‖2 ≤ P with probability 1. (2)

The second communication phase takes place after each re-
ceiving BS j ∈ {1, . . . , N} has observed all outputs at the
antennas in each of the three sectors of the cell. It is over
the backhaul links connecting adjacent BSs. The backhaul
links are assumed to be noise-free but rate-limited, and can
be interactive. However, to limit complexity and latency of
the backhaul communications, we restrict the interaction to
only κ rounds, for a given positive integer κ.

For each j ∈ {1, . . . , N}, let Yj denote all the wireless
signals observed at the 3M antennas of BS j:

Yj :=
(
Yuj,1,1, . . . ,Yuj,1,n,Yuj,2,1, . . . ,Yuj,2,n,

Yuj,3,1, . . . ,Yuj,3,n

)
, (3)

where uj,1, uj,2 and uj,3 denote the three sectors in sector j.
In the kth cooperation round, k ∈ {1, . . . , κ}, each BS j ∈
{1, . . . , N} calculates the message V kj→i that it sends to a
neighboring BS i as:

V kj→i = ψ
k,(n)
j→i

(
Yj ,V

k−1
to j

)
, (4)

for some cooperation functions
{
ψ
k,(n)
j→i

}
on appropriate do-

mains. Here, Vk−1
to j denotes the 6·(k−1) cooperation messages

BS j has received from its 6 neighboring BSs during the first
k − 1 cooperation rounds:

Vk−1
to j :=

{
V k

′

i′→j : BS i′ adjacent to BS j

and k′ = 1, . . . , k − 1
}
. (5)

The cooperation functions have to be chosen in such a way
that, for each pair of neighboring BSs (i, j) ∈ {1, . . . , N}2,
the total information sent over the backhaul link from BS j to
BS i is of rate not exceeding a given µ > 0:

1

n

κ∑
k=1

H
(
V kj→i

)
≤ µ. (6)



Once the BS-cooperation phase is terminated, each BS j ∈
{1, . . . , N} proceeds to decode the three messages sent by
the mobiles in the three sectors of its cell. To this end, for
each sector u in its cell, it applies a decoding function hu on
corresponding domains to produce the message estimates

Ŵu := hu
(
Yj ,V

κ
to j

)
. (7)

An error occurs in the communication unless, for every
sector u ∈ {1, . . . , 3N}:

Ŵu =Wu. (8)

C. Capacity and Degrees of Freedom

A rate-tuple (R1, . . . , R3N ) is said achievable, if for every
ε > 0 and sufficiently large blocklengths n, there exist encod-
ing, cooperation, and decoding functions {f (n)

u }, {ψk,(n)
j,i }, and

{h(n)
j }, such that

Pr

[
3N⋃
u=1

{
Ŵu 6=Wu

}]
≤ ε. (9)

The capacity region C (P, µ, κ) is defined as the closure
of the set of all achievable rate-tuples, and the sum capacity
CΣ(P, µ, κ) as

CΣ(P, µ, κ) := sup
(R1,...,R3N )
∈C(P,µ,κ)

∑
u∈{1,...,3N}

Ru.

In the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, the quantity of
interest is the degrees of freedom (DoF), which is defined as:

DoF (µDoF, κ) := lim
N→∞

lim
P→∞

CΣ

(
P, µDoF · 1

2 logP, κ
)

3N · 1
2 logP

.

Notice that here the backhaul cooperation rate µ scales with
the power constraint P , and thus with the sum-capacity CΣ.

III. UPLINK SCHEME WITH COOPERATIVE BSS

The scheme has a parameter t, which is a positive integer.
Choose a set of master BSs to form a regular grid of equilateral
triangles where the three master cells forming a specific
triangle lie 2t cell-hops away from each other. As we shall see,
the proposed scheme takes place over 2t cooperation rounds,
and thus one is allowed to choose any t ∈

{
1, . . . , bκ2 c

}
.

For simplicity, we first present the scheme in the special
case where t = 2. The general case is treated later.

A. Special case where t = 2

Consider the network in Figure 2, where the magenta cells
indicate the master cells. We refer to cells that are adjacent
to master cells as layer-1 cells, and the cells that are adjacent
to layer-1 cells and that are not master cells as layer-2 cells.
According to the way we choose the master cells, every cell
is either a master cell, a layer-1 cell or a layer-2 cell.

Encoding: The mobile users in the network that are not
shown in Figure 2 remain silent and do not transmit anything.
Each of the remaining mobile users u transmits its message
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the network partition applied in our
coding scheme for parameter t = 2. Magenta cells denote
master cells and green hexagonal regions illustrate the decod-
ing regions. All messages sent within a green hexagonal region
are decoded by the BS in the magenta cell at the center of that
region.

Mu using an independent Gaussian codebook of power slightly
less than P .

Cooperation between BSs: Cooperation takes place over
2t = 4 rounds as follows:
• Round 1: Each layer-2 BS applies an independent Gaus-

sian vector quantizer to the M -dimensional receive signal
of each of its sectors that contains an active mobile user.
The quantizers are chosen to be of rate

Rq =
M

2
log(P ). (10)

Each layer-2 BS then sends the quantization message
obtained for a given sector to one of the adjacent layer-1
BSs that lie in the same green hexagonal region as this
sector, see Figure 2.
Each layer-1 BS applies a rate-Rq Gaussian vector quan-
tizer to each of its own three M -dimensional receive
signals, and sends the three quantization messages to its
adjacent master BS.

• Round 2: The layer-1 BSs forward the Round-1 messages
they received from layer-2 BSs to their adjacent master
BSs.

• Rounds 3 and 4: Each master BS uses the quantization
messages received in Rounds 1 and 2 to reconstruct
quantized versions of the 27 M -dimensional received
signals observed in the sectors lying in the same green
hexagonal region as the master BS itself. Using these
27 quantized M -dimensional signals and its own 3 M -
dimensional receive signals, each master BS decodes all
the messages sent by the 30 active mobile users in this
green hexagonal region.



In Rounds 3 and 4, messages decoded at the master BS
but intended for layer-1 or layer-2 BSs are sent over the
backhaul links to the intended BSs. Specifically, messages
for layer-1 BSs are directly passed from the master BSs
to their intended BSs in Round 3. Messages for layer-2
BSs are first passed to adjacent layer-1 BSs in Round 3,
and then to the intended layer-2 BSs in Round 4.

Decoding: Each master BS declares its own message that
it has produced during the decoding steps preceding Round
3. Each layer-1 BS declares the messages it has received
in Round 3 and that were intended for it. Each layer-2 BS
declares the messages that it has received in Round 4.

Analysis: Our interest is in the high-SNR asymptotics, i.e.,
in the DoF. Choosing the quantization rate Rq as in (10)
implies that each received signal is essentially quantized at the
noise level, and thus allows us to achieve the same DoF as if
the master BS had direct access to all the 30 receive signals in
its decoding region. Since the channel matrix corresponding
to the active sectors in a single green hexagonal region is of
full rank with probability one, each of these 30 transmitted
messages can be decoded with small probability of error at a
DoF of M per active user. Notice now that for large networks
(N → ∞) 5

6 of the mobile users are active, and thus the
scheme achieves

DoFscheme =
5M

6
. (11)

We analyze the backhaul load for a single green hexagonal
region. In Round 1, layer-2 BSs send in total 9 quantization
messages, each of M DoF, to layer-1 BSs, which in turn
relay these messages to their adjacent master BS in Round
2. Additionally, in Round 1, layer-1 BSs send in total 18
quantization messages, each of M DoF, to their adjacent
master BSs. In Round 3, the master BS sends 27 decoded
messages, each of DoF M , to the 6 adjacent layer-1 BSs. Of
these 27 decoded messages, 9 are forwarded to adjacent layer-
2 BSs in Round 4. Hence in total 54 cooperation messages of
DoF M are sent in each green hexagonal region.

The backhaul load in our scheme is unevenly distributed
among backhaul links. To balance this load and to achieve
fairness among the rates achieved by the various mobile users,
instances of the presented scheme are time-shared, such that in
different instances different cells play the role of master cells.
We are then interested in the average backhaul DoF used by
our scheme. To calculate this average backhaul DoF, notice
that each green hexagonal region is associated with a single
master cell, and a cluster of 11 neighboring cells is associated
with each of the master cells. The average backhaul load per
cooperation link is then

µDoF =
54M

6 · (11 + 1)
=

3M

4
, (12)

where the factor 6 accounts for the fact that each cell has 6
outgoing cooperation links.

B. General case
Choose the master cells so that they form a regular pattern

of equilateral triangles where the master cells building these

     

           

     

     

 

 

     

Fig. 3: Illustration of hexagon subnets for t = 3. Pink cells, red
cells and blue cells represent master cells, corner cells and null
cells, respectively. Green-filled circles refer to silenced users.

triangles are 2t cell-hops away from each other. (See Figure 3
for a choice of magenta master cells when t = 3.) For ` =
1, . . . , t, we call layer-` cells the cells that are at distance `
from the closest master cell. The distance between two cells
here is defined as the minimum number of cell-hops needed
to get from one cell to the other.

Encoding: Some of the layer-t mobile users are deactivated
and do not transmit any message at all. All other mobile
users are active, and send their messages using an independent
Gaussian codebook of power P .

To describe the mobile users that are deactivated, we intro-
duce the following denomination. We call the cells that are
located t hops above the master cells the corner cells and the
cells t hops below the master cells the null cells. We silence
all users of the null cells and none of the corner cells. For all
layer-t cells that are neither corner nor null cells, we deactivate
the single mobile users that is closest to a corner cell. We
conclude that among all the layer-t cells that surround a master
cell, 3 of them have only active users, 3 have only deactivated
users, and the remaining 6(t − 1) cells have 2 active users.
See Figure 3 for an example.

Cooperation between BSs: Cooperation takes place over
2t rounds.

• Rounds 1 to t: Each BS that is not a master BS applies
a rate-Rq Gaussian vector quantizer to each of its M -
dimensional receive signals that corresponds to a sector
with an active mobile user. For ` = 1, . . . , t − 1, each
layer-` BS sends its 3 quantization messages to the closest
master BS by means of multi-hop communication over
` rounds. Each layer-t BS sends each of its produced
quantization messages to the master BS that is closest
to the sector of each of the quantized signals. This
transmission is again multi-hop over t rounds.

• Rounds t + 1 to 2t: Each master BS reconstructs the
M -dimensional quantized signals corresponding to the



quantization messages received in Rounds 1 to t. It then
decodes the messages sent by the mobile users in the
sectors corresponding to these quantization messages as
well as the messages sent by the mobile users in its own
cell. Finally, during cooperation rounds t + 1, . . . , 2t, it
communicates each of the decoded messages using multi-
hop communication to its intended BS.

Decoding: Each master BS directly declares the messages
guessed for its own cell before Round t + 1. The other BSs
declare the messages that the master BSs have guessed for
their cells and sent to them during Rounds t+ 1, . . . , 2t.

Analysis: As before, the quantization rate Rq is chosen at
noise level, see (10). This allows us to achieve the same DoF
as if the master BSs had direct access to all the receive signals
for which they receive quantization information. Since there
are 6` layer-` cells around each master cell, the number of
quantization messages received by each master BS is

3 ·
t−1∑
`=1

6`+(6t−3) = 9t(t−1)+6t−3 = 3(3t2−t−1). (13)

Thus, including the 3 messages of the mobile users in its own
cell, each master BS decodes 3t(3t− 1) messages, each with
a DoF equal to M .

For N � 1, a cell partitioning can be obtained such that
each master BS is associated with a cluster that includes all the
layer-1, layer-2, . . ., layer-(t− 1) cells that are closest to this
master cell; among the layer-t cells, six are respectively shared
between three clusters, while the rest are shared between two
clusters, thus a total of (3t−1) layer-t cells should be counted
for each cluster. Including the master cell itself, the number
of cells counted in such a cluster is thus

1 +

t−1∑
`=1

6`+ (3t− 1) = 3t2. (14)

The scheme thus achieves a DoF of

DoFscheme =
M · 3t(3t− 1)

3 · 3t2
=

(3t− 1)M

3t
. (15)

We next analyze the backhaul load that is associated with a
single master cell. During Rounds 1 to t, a master BS receives
a quantization message of DoF M from each sector that has
an active user and that is closer to this master BS than to any
other master BS. Since the quantization message for a sector
in layer-` is communicated over ` backhaul links, the total
backhaul DoF used in these first t rounds is

3M

t−1∑
`=1

6` · `+M(6t− 3)t

= 3M
[
(t− 1)t(2t− 1) + (2t− 1)t

]
= 3Mt2(2t− 1). (16)

During Rounds t+1 to 2t, a decoded message of DoF M is
communicated from the master BS to the corresponding BS for
each quantization message that has been sent during Rounds
1 to t. Therefore, the total backhaul load during Rounds t+1
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Fig. 4: Lower bound on the DoF in Theorem 1 as a function
of µDoF when M = 3 and for different values of κ.

to 2t is equal to that during Rounds 1 to t. The total backhaul
load over all rounds is thus

6Mt2(2t− 1). (17)

To balance the backhaul load and to achieve fairness among
the rates achieved by the various mobile users, the presented
scheme is time-shared such that in different instances different
cells play the role of the master cells. Under such a time-
sharing framework, the average backhaul DoF is the limiting
quantity. The average backhaul load is obtained by dividing
(17) by the number of outgoing (or incoming) backhaul links
in a cluster, which by (14) is 6 · 3t2:

µDoF =
6Mt2(2t− 1)

6 · 3t2
=

(2t− 1)M

3
. (18)

C. Tradeoff Between DoF and Backhaul Load

Time-sharing the described scheme for different values of
parameter t yields the following result. Define µDoF,0 = 0 and
DoF0 = M

3 , and for each t ∈ {1, . . . , bκ2 c}:

µDoF,t :=
(2t− 1)M

3
and DoFt :=

(3t− 1)M

3t
. (19)

Theorem 1 (Achievability): Let fκ(·) be the mapping from
µDoF to DoF defined by the upper hull over the set{(

µDoF,t,DoFt
)
: t = 0, . . . ,

⌊κ
2

⌋}
,

then
DoF (µDoF, κ) ≥ fκ(µDoF). (20)

Figure 4 illustrates this lower bound for different values
of κ. Notice that even with only two conferencing rounds, a
DoF of M/2 is achievable with our scheme with a backhaul
DoF of only µDoF = 0.5.



A naive alternative to our scheme would be to ignore the
interference pattern caused by the sector structure of the cells
and to simply deactivate all mobile users in layer-t cells.
Compared to our scheme this naive approach reduces the DoF
from M

(
1− 1

3t

)
to M

(
1− 3t+2

3(t+1)2

)
, and it reduces the number

of required cooperation rounds from 2t to 2(t−1) because the
first and the last cooperation rounds of our protocol become
useless when all layer-t users are deactivated.

Define µnaive,0 = 0 and DoFnaive,0 = M
3 , and for each t ∈

{1, . . . , bκ2 c}:

µnaive,t :=
t(2t+ 1)M

3(t+ 1)
(21)

DoFnaive,t :=M

(
1− (3t+ 2)

3(t+ 1)2

)
. (22)

Let gκ(·) be the mapping defined by the upper hull over the
set {(

µnaive,t,DoFnaive,t
)
: t = 0, . . . ,

⌊κ
2

⌋}
,

then the DoF of this naive approach is given by

DoFnaive = gκ(µnaive,t). (23)

We now present an upper bound on the DoF.
Theorem 2 (An information-theoretic converse): We have:

DoF (µDoF, κ)

≤ min

{
M

2
+

2

3
µDoF, M

(
1− 1

2(1 + κ+ κ2)

)}
. (24)

Proof: See the extended version [1].
Remark that for any finite κ, DoF (µDoF, κ) < M , irrespec-

tive of the backhaul capacity µDoF.
Figure 5 compares the new lower bound in Theorem 1

with the lower bound achieved by the naive approach. The
figure also shows the information-theoretic upper bound in
Theorem 2. Notice that the lower bounds on the DoF are based
on practically implementable coding schemes. In particular,
interference alignment is not used, even though it is known to
achieve a DoF of M/2 over a generic network in the absence
of BS cooperation. In contrast, the information-theoretic upper
bound holds for any possible coding scheme. It is thus natural
that there is a gap between the presented upper and lower
bounds.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The paper presents a lower bound on the DoF of the uplink
of a sectored cellular network with backhaul cooperation
between BSs. This DoF is characterized as a function of
the backhaul capacity, and also of the maximum number of
allowed cooperation rounds. The presented results show that
limiting the number of cooperation rounds also limits the DoF
achievable over the network. In particular, to get a DoF of
M , an infinite number of cooperation rounds is required as
the number of cells in the network grows. If the number of
cooperation rounds does not grow with the number of cells
but is bounded, then also the DoF is bounded away from M ,
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Fig. 5: Lower and upper bounds on the DoF as a function of
µDoF for M = 3 and κ = 8.

even in the idealistic case of unlimited backhaul cooperation
capacity.

The obtained lower bound on the DoF is based on a
practically implementable scheme. Obtaining dual results
for the downlink is straightforward. Finite-SNR results and
information-theoretic converses are derived in [1].
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